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companies previously involved exclusively in single-use instruments are either relabelling their instruments for
limited-reuse or making them entirely
reusable.
• Ensure that decisions to purchase
new equipment or instruments are all
inclusive. Most hospitals that have
started laparoscopic surgery in the
early 1990s are replacing their firstgeneration laparoscopic instruments.
Many current instruments offered on
the market are “take-aparts.” This,
theoretically, is to promote easier and
more thorough cleaning of the instruments. Many institutions have purchased these instruments without involving the people that have to
decontaminate and reprocess such instruments. If your Central Supply Department (CSD) is anything like the
ones I am familiar with, this can become a nightmare. Quality of personnel not withstanding, anyone who
thinks that introducing dozens of
“take-apart” instruments for daily
processing can be an easy and seamless operation needs some education
in the ways most CSDs work. Takeapart instruments lead to misplaced
and lost parts that generate costs. It
also means having to put these instru-

ments back together correctly in a unit
that deals daily with thousands of instruments from various specialties. For
many, this is impossible. Bad purchase
decisions can be made by using a topdown process that overlooks important issues and stakeholders. It allows
acquisition of instruments that are
over-engineered, impractical or expensive to maintain.
Interestingly, other corporations
have dealt with the same issue of
cleaning thoroughness by producing
instruments with the insulation
bonded to the instruments or with
cleaning channels designed to be used
with ultrasonic washers. Clearly solutions can be found if ideas by those individuals on the front line of instrument use are valued.
• Encourage internal initiative to
question new products or instruments.
I will always remember that junior resident doing a rotation in the surgical
intensive care unit and listening to
nurses discussing the recent increase of
Pseudomonas infections in the unit. He
reflected on the subject and decided to
take culture samples from the solution
that the hospital had recently purchased as skin disinfecting product.
Every sample grew Pseudomonas. This

was a very positive career move for
him. We must become very critical of
the products that we use and not hesitate to do our own evaluation of the
manufacturer’s claims especially when
problems arise.
Economists tell us that the next
decades will define a period of organized rationing of medical care, because no nation, however prosperous,
can afford all the new, expensive advances. This will require that physicians
and surgeons become more active in
the evaluation of new technology. We
must develop a credible lobby to advise
government and industry in this area.
This consensus must arise from the
trenches of surgery, be evidence-based
and not be an intellectual technocratic
process far removed from daily reality.
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